
AXEVALLA SUNDAY, JUNE 6

RACE 1 Volt 2140

3 Centurion B. galloped in the last race when he was pressing
for the lead. Looked nice though and was putting in a good
performance. Top chance to lead this throughout. 2 Twigs
Gatsby found the lead after 500 meter in the last race and was
allowed to dictate the pace. Gave away the front with 600 meter
to go though and galloped at the end. 1 Malawika Maid was
improved in the last race after a couple of mediocre efforts.
Nice number for a defensive trip here. Place chance. 15 Ville Turf
is poorly drawn but has good pace for this race. Without a
mistake he could be in the mix here.

RANK
A: 3

B: 2-1-15-8-12-6-11

C: 7-5-4-14-13-9-10

Top 4: 3-2-1-15

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 2, 15
U-Horses: 3
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 3
2: 1, 2, 15
3: 1, 2, 15
Total: 6 x 2 = 12

RACE 2 Volt 2140

3 Highway to Hill was really nice in the debut and put in a great
effort. Won easily on the home stretch. Hard to beat here too. 2
Icon Mearas won also in the debut but has got a break and
makes his comeback here. Interesting start. If he handles this
number the Ready Cash-son will be in the mix. 7 Ian Wright is a
quick starter and opened very fast two starts back. Was brave
in the last run too. Should not be discounted. 1 Miss Irma
finished fast in the last run to a close victory. Will get a nice trip
from the back here and could score a place.

RANK
A: 3

B: 2-7-1

C: 8-5-6

Top 4: 3-2-7-1

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 2, 7
U-Horses: 3
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 3
2: 1, 2, 7
3: 1, 2, 7
Total: 6 x 2 = 12



AXEVALLA SUNDAY, JUNE 6

RACE 3 Volt 2140

8 All in Face was really good in the debut and seemed to have
energy left. Won despite a mistake and showed 16/1800 meter.
Good chance to win this. 9 Nuage d'Inverne is consistent and
good but still waiting for the first victory. Was brave in the last
run and is worth a warning. New driver now. 13 Ayah de Lux is
driven by Björn Goop now which is a big advantage. The horse is
better than the latest results show and finished 14.7/1000
three starts back. 11 Gloriana N.O. is in great shape. She showed
14/1200 two starts back and looked nice. Could pass all
opponents here. Needs some luck but can do it tough too.

RANK
A: 8-9-13-11

B: 3-14-15-1-10-12-2-6

C: 7-5-4

Top 4: 8-9-13-11

Quinella:
Horses: 8, 9, 11, 13
Total: 6 x 10 = 60

Trifecta:
1: 8, 9, 11, 13
2: 8, 9, 11, 13
3: 3, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14
Total: 48 x 2 = 96

RACE 4 Auto 2140

4 Zap di Girifalco looked magical in the last race in Finland and
had energy left at the end. Could find the lead here too and will
not easy to beat then. 3 Alone has two runs under his belt after
the winter break and done well. Showed 11.5/1000 in the last
race. Is a slow starter but can finish really fast. 6 Vagabond Bi
was competing in the Golden Division two starts back but did
not open as fast as he uses to. Never got a chance in the race in
Denmark either. The form is a question mark. 7 Staro Leonardo
has galloped twice in a row now and this number is tricky too.
Without a mistake the horse can put in a strong final lap.

RANK
A: 4

B: 3-6-7-5-1-9-10-2

C: 8-11

Top 4: 4-3-6-7

Quinella:
Horses: 3, 6, 7
U-Horses: 4
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 4
2: 3, 6, 7
3: 3, 6, 7
Total: 6 x 2 = 12



AXEVALLA SUNDAY, JUNE 6

RACE 5 Volt 2140

6 Prima Kaiser is a quick starter and in good form. Should reach
a nice position directly and the horse can finish fast. Our pick. 8
Bikila finished strongly in the last run and showed 12/1000.
That was the first run after illness. Should normally be
improved now. 11 Giordano Soa did not trot well in the last race
but looked nice in the warming-up. The horse uses to meet
tougher opponents. With the right trip he has very good speed.
2 Ola Islet scored a good victory on December 10. Can open fast
but resumes from a spell. Interesting here with this nice
number. Has good capacity.

RANK
A: 6-8-11

B: 7-2-1-5-3-9-10-12

C: 4-14-13-15

Top 4: 6-8-11-7

Quinella:
Horses: 6, 8, 11
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 6, 8, 11
2: 6, 8, 11
3: 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 11
Total: 24 x 2 = 48

RACE 6 Auto 2640

4 Hill's Angel is classy and our winner here with one run under
his belt. Got a nice trip in the last race and finished well. Banker.
9 Hall of Am is promising and the trainer is very pleased with
him. Has put in good efforts lately and is on the way up. Is very
speedy. 8 Hoboken Am is interesting in this comeback after a
long pause. Was brave in the last race of 2020 and finished
second in Oaks. 6 Clockwork uses to finish strongly but needs
some racing luck to be at his best. Uses to start slowly.

RANK
A: 4

B: 9-8-6-5-10-3

C: 7-1-2

Top 4: 4-9-8-6

Quinella:
Horses: 5, 6, 8, 9
U-Horses: 4
Total: 4 x 10 = 40

Trifecta:
1: 4
2: 5, 6, 8, 9
3: 5, 6, 8, 9
Total: 12 x 2 = 24



AXEVALLA SUNDAY, JUNE 6

RACE 7 Auto 1640

5 It Ain't Me showed good form in the last race and opened very
fast to the lead. Gave it away though and looked nice at the end.
Could lead this throughout. 6 Quatro Roc found the lead in the
last race and opened really well. The horse has got a long pause
now but is very gifted Should be considered directly in this
comeback. 3 Helacs Theluji finished really fast in the last race.
Looked on the way to victory on the home stretch but got
defeated at the end. Nice conditions money-wise here. 2 Hanita
Fayline had energy left at the end two starts back and got
interfered with 750 meter to go in the last race. With the right
trip the horse could cause an upset.

RANK
A: 5

B: 6-3-2-4-11-10-7

C: 1-8-12-9

Top 4: 5-6-3-2

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3, 4, 6
U-Horses: 5
Total: 4 x 10 = 40

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 2, 3, 4, 6
3: 2, 3, 4, 6
Total: 12 x 2 = 24

RACE 8 Volt 2140

7 Best in Show As got a trip from behind the leader in the last
run and looked nice during the whole race. The horse found an
opening and finished really fast. Good form. Could finish to a
new victory here. 12 Manstone Two U. has two straight wins
and is in great shape. Finished 11.5/800 to a very comfortable
victory in the last race and put in a great effort. 4 Beware
Kronos found the lead two starts back and looked on the way to
victory but got defeated at the end. This number could be tricky.
5 Grace Keely is getting better and better. Finished strongly in
the last run and is on the way up. This number is tricky but
without a mistake the horse will be in the mix.

RANK
A: 7-12

B: 4-5-6-2-9-3-11

C: 10-1-8

Top 4: 7-12-4-5

Quinella:
Horses: 7, 12
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 7, 12
2: 7, 12
3: 4, 5, 6, 7, 12
Total: 6 x 2 = 12



AXEVALLA SUNDAY, JUNE 6

RACE 9 Auto 2140

5 Islay Mist Sisu is a young star who has been very consistent
and good. Can open fast and will certainly reach the front here.
Good chance of course. 4 Ain't Misbehavin is our idea here. Got a
very tough trip to the position outside of the leader in the last
race and after that he got a trip from third on the outside.
Finished well and is in good shape. 1 Cintra was brave in the last
Solvalla race. Could get a nice trip from behind the leader here
and has to be considered in that case. Has not raced for a while
though. 3 Aranka Face won comfortably in the last race after
13/700 meter. Nice horse who is getting better and better.

RANK
A: 5-4

B: 1-3-7-9-12-10

C: 8-11-6-2

Top 4: 5-4-1-3

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 5
Total: 1 x 10 = 10

Trifecta:
1: 4, 5
2: 4, 5
3: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9
Total: 8 x 2 = 16

RACE 10 Auto 2140

3 Apocalypto impressed in the debut on Swedish soil. Got a
tough start in the last race but found the position outside of
the leader after 400 meter. Kept up the pace well and was
strong at the end. Good performance. 1 Global Agreement is a
quick starter and likes to run in front. Has earlier won in the V75
and is good for this class. Resumes from a spell now. Possible if
he lives up to his capacity. 4 Starbec's A.to Z. is in great shape
and has put in two very good efforts lately. Was close to win in
the last run and put in a good performance. 5 Vici Volantes is
nice but does not win very often. Has been matched against
tough horses though. Could be dangerous if our top trio is not at
its best.

RANK
A: 3-1-4

B: 5-2-7-10-6-9-11

C: 12-8

Top 4: 3-1-4-5

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 3, 4
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 1, 3, 4
2: 1, 3, 4
3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10
Total: 36 x 2 = 72
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